ABSTRACT There are a large number of high-dimensional data in the Internet of Brain Things, and the data is reduced from the high-dimensional to low-dimensional to maintain the similarity between the data, thereby effectively ensuring the operating speed of the Internet of Brain Things. In the traditional method, the distributed dimensionality reduction reconstruction algorithm of the High dimensional data has poor dimensionality reduction effect and serious data distortion after reconstruction. A method for dimensionality reconstruction of high-dimensional data in the Internet of Brain Things is proposed. By using the algorithm of linear discriminant analysis, the projection matrix of high dimensional data is constructed to solve it. According to the solution results, using improved implicit variable model to establish a high dimensional large data dimensionality reduction model for the Internet of Brain Things. The fitness value of data after dimensionality reduction is calculated by quantum immune clonal algorithm, and the optimal individual and optimal solution are determined. The data reconfiguration is realized through the optimal solution marshalling. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can effectively improve the dimensionality reduction of High dimensional data in the Internet of Brain Things. After reconstruction, the reconstructed data retain accurate data information, the reliability of reconstructed data is high, and the computational complexity is not high, the need for small storage space, and the advantages of strong promotion ability.
I. INTRODUCTION
An Internet of Brain Things is a multi-hop network formed by thousands of thousands of energy-constrained micro-sensors with environmental awareness, data storage and computing capabilities, and wireless communication capabilities randomly deployed in the target area. The purpose is to realize the informationization of the physical object in the target area and transmit this information to the user to realize the monitoring and control of the target area. The Internet of Brain Things integrates wireless communication technology, sensing technology and embedded technology to promote the interaction and integration of the objective world and the information world. There is a large amount of data in the operation of Internet of Brain Things, which constitute a large data set. Big data usually contains a large amount of unstructured data, and big data requires more real-time analysis. The rapid development of computer technology has made Internet of Brain Things data acquisition increasingly easy, and the data objects of interest have become increasingly complex. Academic and industry needs for data processing and analytics are also more urgent [1] . As an important part of the data set, high-dimensional data in the Internet of Brain Things plays an important role in the normal operation of the Internet of Brain Things, which can effectively guarantee the running speed of the Internet of Brain Things. High-dimensional data analysis and processing in Internet of Brain Things has become a hot topic in the field of computer science and technology research and industry [2] - [3] . How to get information describing the essential characteristics of high-dimensional data from Internet of Brain Things is a basic problem in information science field [4] . High-dimensional data in Internet of Brain Things has a nonlinear structure, it makes it difficult to extract the high-dimensional data information in the Internet of Brain Things effectively by the traditional data extraction method, which affects the utilization effect of High dimensional data in the Internet of Brain Things [5] . To solve this problem, it is necessary to perform effective dimensionality reconstruction processing on high-dimensional data in the Internet of Brain Things. With the increase of the number of high-dimensional large data in Internet of Brain Things, the research on High dimensional data has been paid more and more attention by relevant experts and scholars, and some mature theories and applications have been produced [6] .
Reference [7] proposed a data reduction and reconstruction algorithm based on local constraint dictionary learning. By reconstructing the local internal manifolds of some potential mark points and embedding the training data with the unknown data into the internal manifolds, the intrinsic geometric features of the data were maintained. But this algorithm did not process data, which affected the effect of data reconstruction. Reference [8] proposed a data reconstruction algorithm based on local structure preserving. A relational graph was constructed based on least squares under nonnegative constraints and the local neighbor geometric information was described. In order to integrate the global structure information with the local structure information, a new model selection method was designed to estimate the parameters of the model and realize the reconstruction of data dimensionality reduction. But the algorithm could cause data loss and affect data dimensionality reduction. Reference [9] proposed a data dimensionality reduction and reconstruction algorithm based on the fusion of global and local discriminant information. In the algorithm, KPCA algorithm was used to effectively reduce the correlation of data sets, eliminate the redundant attributes, and retain the global nonlinear information of the original data to the greatest extent. The OLSDA algorithm was used to fully excavate the information of the local manifold structure of the data, and extract the essential features with the high discriminant and low dimension, and realize the reconstruction of the data dimensionality reduction. But the algorithm did not recognize the attributes of data, resulting in poor data reconstruction. Reference [10] proposed a regularized semi supervised algorithm for data dimensionality reduction and isometric mapping. Using tag samples from training samples, K Unicom graph (K-CG) was built, to get the geodesic distance between approximate samples, and replace the original data points with vector features. The kernel matrix was computed through the geodesic distance, and the semi supervised regularization method was used instead of the multidimensional scaling analysis (MDS) algorithm to process vector characteristics. The objective function was constructed by regularized regression model, and the explicit mapping of low dimensional representation was achieved to realize data dimensionality reduction and reconstruction. But the algorithm had a poor effect on data dimensionality reduction. Reference [11] proposed a data dimensionality reduction and reconstruction algorithm combining PCA and information entropy. Using the sparsity of SIFT eigenvector matrix, the extracted SIFT eigenvectors were used as training data, and the PCA projection was used to generate the PCA matrix group of feature vector. According to the relationship between the energy level of PCA matrix and the information entropy of data, PCA template was selected and the relation of ''dimension-information entropy'' was fitted. PCA template and the relation of ''dimension-information entropy'' were loaded, and the adaptive dimensionality reduction algorithm based on information entropy of sample data was built. But this algorithm had poor data recognition effect and it affected the effect of data reconstruction.
In order to solve the above problems, a distributed dimensionality reduction and reconstruction algorithm for high dimensional data based on the combination of latent variable model and the quantum immune clone algorithm is proposed. The whole structure is arranged as follows:
(1) The linear discriminant analysis algorithm is used to construct high dimensional data projection matrix and achieve high dimensional data processing.
(2) The latent variables model is optimized, and the dimensionality reduction model of high dimensional data is constructed, to optimize model parameters and achieve dimensionality reduction of high dimensional data.
(3) Quantum immune clonal algorithm is used to calculate the fitness of data after dimensionality reduction, to determine the optimal individuals and optimal solutions, and achieve data reconstruction through combinatorial grouping.
(4) Experimental results and analysis. Through the experimental data, the practical application effect of distributed dimensionality reduction and reconstruction algorithm for high dimensional data based on the combination of latent variable model and quantum immune clone algorithm is demonstrated.
(5) The prospect is put forward based on the existing research.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The primary design goal of Internet of Brain Things is to provide high quality of service and high-dimensional data dimensionality reduction. Therefore, the dimensionality reconstruction of high-dimensional data in the Internet of Brain Things is performed, and the high-dimensional data utilization effect of the Internet of Brain Things is enhanced.
A. A HIGH-DIMENSIONAL DATA PROCESSING ALGORITHM BASED ON LINEAR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
For high-dimensional data in the Internet of Brain Things, the manifold structure information of data itself is very important. In the process of dimensionality reduction, keeping the manifold structure information of data can greatly improve the effect of subsequent processing. Through the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [12] , processing high dimensional data in the Internet of Brain Things can better maintain the popular structure information of the data.
LDA algorithm can be regarded as the linearization of Laplasse feature mapping, in the Internet of Brain Things, High dimensional data processing and other fields have caused widespread concern. For a given data set
, the realization process of the LDA algorithm for high dimensional data is as follows:
1) CONSTRUCTION OF ADJACENT GRAPH
G represents the high dimensional data of the G dimensions. If x i and x j Xare very similar, the data is similar between the dimension i and j. This data is usually called similar data, which implements the description of the similarity between the data. For the two sample data of x i and x j , the similarity of them can be measured in the following two ways.
(1) If x i − x j 2 ≤ ε, x i and x j have edge connection, and ε represents neighborhood.
(2) If x i is the k neighbors of x j or x j is the k neighbors of x i , then x i and x j have edge connection, and k represents neighbor.
2) SELECTION OF THE WEIGHT OF THE EDGE CONNECTION
If W is the weight matrix of the edge connection, the general requirement is that W is sparse and symmetric. The elements in W are defined by the thermonuclear function, and the dimension number i and j are connected.
Wherein, e represents the weight of the characteristic attributes of the data.
3) THE FOLLOWING GENERALIZED EIGENVALUE IS SOLVED THROUGH FEATURE MAPPING
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Where, D is the diagonal matrix, and the diagonal elements
λ represents the mapping coefficients, and T indicates the matrix exponents.
The eigenvectors corresponding to the d eigenvalues obtained by the formula (2) are a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a d , and the lowdimensional embedding y i of the high dimensional data x i in the Internet of Brain Things is:
is the LDA projection matrix [13] . Linear Discrimination for Local Maintenance of high dimensional data in Internet of Brain Things, classical LDA is used to transform the objective function into the least squares problem of matrix [14] .
Where, X represents the data matrix after data centralization, and Y represents data output. For the convenience of use, the formula (4) is rewritten to:
Setting Z = A T X , each column z i of Z can be regarded as a low dimensional representation after A to be projected. In order to make the projection matrix A to have local preserving property, it needs to keep the similarity between the data points after projection. According to the analysis of LDA, a good projection matrix should make the following formula as small as possible.
Where, W ij is data weight matrix induced by data matrix X , and its construction method is similar to the data structure in LDA algorithm. After the simplification, the formula (6) can be written as:
Where, tr(·) represents the trace of any matrix, that is the sum of the diagonal elements of a matrix. According to the above analysis, z i = A T x i , x i is the data after centralization. The formula (7) can be further written as:
By combining the formula (8) with the formula (5), a linear discriminant analysis model with local preserving of matrix's least squares form can be expressed as
In the upper formula, the first one is the least squares form of classical LDA, which makes the projection matrix fully discriminative. The second one is manifold regularization term, which is used to characterize the low dimensional manifold structure of high dimensional data. The last one is used to describe the complexity of the model. β is the regularized parameter.
F is set. When A is the optimal solution of upper formula, then the derivative of F(A) to A should be zero, i.e.:
Then A has a closed solution as:
In practical applications, the computational complexity of the theoretical solution is very large, especially when the dimension of the data is far larger than the number of the samples, the calculation complexity of the matrix inversion is high, and the algorithm needs to be improved.
Set m × n be the size of block diagonal matrix of W . According to the above, the solution of A is improved to get:
Where, I m×n is the unit matrix with the size of m
Supposing that there is a relationship as the next formula.
Then, A can be transformed into:
Through the above discussion, the computation complexity of high-dimensional data processing is reduced by using matrix inversion operation. But matrix inversion is not recommended in practice. A fast algorithm for solving A is proposed, which can avoid direct matrix inversion. In order to avoid direct matrix inversion, we use primitive closed form to set upX = XX T + λXLX T + βI ,Ỹ = XY T and A =X −1Ỹ , and there is:X A =Ỹ (15)
In the upper formula, i = 1, 2, · · · , d. By solving the above d linear equations, it should avoid matrix inversion and get the best A. According to the optimal solution, the high dimensional data processing in the Internet of Brain Things is realized, and the High dimensional data quality in the Internet of Brain Things is improved, and the reliability after data dimensionality reconstruction is ensured.
B. DISTRIBUTED DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION OF HIGH DIMENSIONAL DATA IN INTERNET OF BRAIN THINGS BASED ON HIDDEN VARIABLE MODEL
The Supervised Latent Linear Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model (SGPLVM) is a supervised dimensionality reduction method based on the latent variable model, which has the best performance of the present [15] . However, there are two shortcomings in the model: the problem of the use of annotated information and the complexity of the algorithm. In order to overcome these shortcomings, a new nonlinear supervised dimensionality reduction method based on latent variable model is proposed, that is, the Supervised Latent Linear Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model (SLLGPLVM), and expand it to achieve high dimensional data dimensionality reduction in Internet of Brain Things [16] .
Given a high dimensional data set in an Internet of Brain
, where, x i represent a sample data of X ∈ R D dimensional input space X ∈ R D . y i ∈ R q represents a data sample in q dimensional output space. Set the dimension q = 1 of the output space, and each pair of observation data (x i , y i ) has a p dimensional latent variable z i ∈ R p , and the whole observation data and latent variables are expressed in the following way:
The goal of dimensionality reduction is to find a low dimensional manifold embedded in high-dimensional observation space. High-dimensional observations include input data X and output tag Y . The definition of SLLGPLVM is as follows:
Where, function g represents the mapping from latent space to output space. Using the similar skills in SGPLVM, supposing that g is the Gauss process, then there is.
In the regression task, that is, Y is a continuous real number, then the noise item in SLLGPLVM can be assumed to obey the Gauss distribution, that is, P(ε|σ 2 ) = N (ε|0, β −1 ), then the likelihood of the data can be further written as:
According to Bias's theory, the unknown variable g is marginalized to obtain the following marginal likelihood.
In the upper formula, K = K Z ,Z + β −1 I , K Z ,Z represent the kernel matrix.
In regression task, the output data Y is continuous real number. In order to optimize SLLGPLVM in such data sets, the conjugate gradient method (SCG) is used to maximize the marginal distribution P(Y ), and the optimal (W , β) is determined [17] - [20] .
To express the conciseness, it can write the target function as:
The key to use the optimization method of SCG based gradient is to calculate partial derivatives of optimization parameters, that is, it need to deduce ∂L ∂W and ∂L ∂β . In order to solve the partial derivative of latent matrix W , it needs to note that the existence of linear relation z n = Wx n , then the following way can be used to calculate the derivative. 
The derivative of the kernel matrix is:
To solve the partial derivative of kernel parameters, it can use similar way to calculate [21] .
Once the partial derivative ∂L ∂W and ∂L ∂β are obtained, it can directly use the SCG algorithm to maximize the objective function L and iterate to optimize the parameter (W , β).
For classification tasks, namely, the data set
is given, each input sample point x i is D vector, while output y i is a discrete category tag.
According to the idea of Gauss process classification model, a continuous latent function f (z) and logical function σ (z) are introduced. Where z = Wx. SLLGPLVM is applied to classification problems, and a GP priori is applied to latent function f . Assuming that the likelihood is π (z) = p(y = +1|z) = σ (f (z)). The Gauss distribution q(f |Z , Y ) is used to approximate the posterior distribution p(f |Z , Y ) in Laplasse approximation algorithm [22] .
Similar to the Gauss process classification model, SLL-GPLVM optimizes the model parameter (W , β) by maximizing the marginal likelihood p(Y |Z , β), so that the model derivation is more concise, and the marginal likelihood can be simplified as:
Where,
,f is the largest posterior found by Newton method.
Based on the above mentioned, the partial derivative function can be expressed as:
Based on the above mentioned, z=1
Through the self-continuous relationshipf = K log p(Y |f ), it can further get the following:
In order to calculate the partial derivative ∂L ∂W of the mapping matrix W , it needs to calculate the partial derivative ∂L ∂K of the kernel matrix, that is:
In the upper formula, ∂f ∂K can be calculated by the formula (35).
) T and K mn represents the partial derivatives of every sample data.
For i = 1, 2, · · · , N , the upper formula can be rewritten as:
∂f ∂K is substituted to, get:
Once the derivative Based on the above discussion, it can calculate the partial derivatives of optimization parameters, and complete the distributed dimensionality reduction model based on partial derivatives [23] .
C. HIGH DIMENSIONAL DATA RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM IN INTERNET OF BRAIN THINGS BASED ON QUANTUM IMMUNE CLONING ALGORITHM
High dimensional data after dimension reduction in Internet of Brain Things, data packet dropout may occur. In order to improve the problem, quantum immune clonal algorithm is used to reconstruct high dimensional data after dimension reduction. Quantum immune clonal algorithm is based on quantum computation and genetic algorithm. The encoding of antibodies is quantum bit encoding. The specific process is described as follows. VOLUME 6, 2018 After dimensionality reduction, the status of qubit in an antibody is uncertain, and it can be 0 or 1, so the data state can be expressed as:
Where, α and β represent the two plural of the corresponding state occurrence probability, and their relationship is α 2 + β 2 = 1. The antibody with m qubit bits in the data can be described by the following formula.
Where t represent the generation of population. m is the amount of data. The size of quantum population of n is represented as Q(t) = {q t 1 , q t 2 , · · · , q t n }, and Q(t) it is the solution space for high-dimensional data reconstruction in Internet of Brain Things after dimension reduction. The qubit in previous formula is made real encoding, and the encoding rules are set as follows:
Where, i = 1, 2, · · · , k represents the size of data after dimensionality reduction, and α i represents the magnitude of the current data.
After encoding the real number, the weights of the number of non-zero elements in the current frame is set to 0.
The population before cloning is Q(t) = {q t 1 , q t 2 , · · · , q t n }, and the population after clone operation isQ(t) = {Q(t), c(t)}. Where, c(t) is the antibody's subsets produced by cloning. The sparseness of each antibody in the population is the same as that of the original population, and only the location is changed. The population size of c(t) is to use roulette method, and its clone size can be expressed as:
Where, m i is the clonal sizes of the ith antibody in the population, n c is a constant which is related with the clonal size but larger than the population size N , and f (q i ) is the fitness of the ith antibody [24] .
In quantum cloning immune algorithm, quantum antibody realizes update operation through quantum revolving door and global crossover. The quantum revolving door is used as follows:
Where, θ represents the rotation angle, which can be expressed as θ = k × gen max gen . Among them, k ∈ [0.01π, 0.15π ] is a constant, gen represents the generation number of current evolutionary. Using the above formula, the optimal solution and the optimal individual for the fitness value are determined and the data reconstruction model can be expressed as:
According to the above discussion, high dimensional data reconstruction in Internet of Brain Things based on quantum immune cloning algorithm is obtained. The specific implementation process is shown in Figure 1 . 
III. RESULTS
In order to prove the validity and feasibility of the distribution reconstruction algorithm for high dimensional data based on the latent variable model and the quantum immune clone algorithm, an experiment is carried out. The data set used in the experiment is shown in Figure 2 . The dimension is a constant, and its unit is c.
In order to verify the ability of this algorithm to solve the incremental dimension reduction problem and to deal with large-scale data sets, the following experiments are carried out on the classic dimensionality reduction data set ''Swissroll'', ''Swissholl'' and ''Twopeaks''.
2000 points are randomly sampled from three data sets as a high-dimensional data set X . The data reduction algorithm based on latent variable model, data reduction algorithm based on ISOMAP and the data reduction algorithm based on LTSA are used to calculate the embedding Y of data set X on low dimensional manifold, and the data set (X , Y ) is divided into two equal size of data sets, that is (X 1 , Y 1 ) and (X 2 , Y 2 ). Where, (X 1 , Y 1 ) is as the training samples to train the In order to analyze the effect of data size X on dimensionality reduction, it is set X = 50, 100, 200, 300, 400. The data dimensionality reduction algorithms based on latent variable model, ISOMAP and LTSA are used to reduce the dimension of '' Swissroll '' dataset, and the results of dimensionality reduction are shown in Table 1 . Where, X is a constant and its unit is o, the result of dimensionality reduction and the embedding dimension result of low dimension manifold are constant by using different algorithms, and the unit is e.
From Table 1 , we can see that the dimensionality reduction results obtained by the algorithm based on latent variable model are most close to the embedding results. According to the above discussion, the results of data dimensionality reduction algorithm based on latent variable model is the best. The data dimensionality reduction algorithm based on latent variable model is applied to process data before dimensionality reduction, which improves the quality of data and guarantees the result of dimensionality reduction.
Data dimensionality reduction algorithm based on latent variable model, data dimensionality reduction algorithm based on ISOMAP and data dimensionality reduction algorithm based on LTSA are used to carry out the data dimensionality reduction for the Swissroll dataset, and the performance of them is compared. The results are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 , the data dimensionality reduction algorithm based on the latent variable model can better reduce the dimension of a single point, a small amount of data set, and even a large scale data set. It can solve the incremental dimensionality problem and deal with the large-scale data sets well, and it needs the low computational complexity, the small storage space and has strong promotion ability.
According to
In order to verify the effectiveness of the data reconstruction algorithm after dimensionality reduction based on quantum immune cloning algorithm, three data sets of Swissroll, Swissholl and Twopeaks are reconstructed, and the obtained results are shown in Figure 4 .
Analysis of Figure 5 above shows that the operating rate of the traditional network is 68 bps/s and the lowest is 28 bps/s. The operating speed of the Internet of Brain Things is 156 bps/s and the lowest is 85 bps/s. The Internet of Brain Things has a relatively stable rate growth with less fluctuations. According to the above experiments, the operating speed of the Internet of Brain Things is significantly higher than that of the traditional network. The validity of the data dimensionality reconstruction method is verified. The operating speed of the Internet of Brain Things is much higher.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
With the development of computer technology, the popularity of personal computers and the Internet, and the deepening application of information technology, high-dimensional data in Internet of Brain Things has become the main focus of data analysis and processing, and the processing of highdimensional data in Internet of Brain Things has become an academic and the urgent needs of the industry, is also a hot topic in the field of statistics and computer science and technology related research. The dimensionality reduction of high-dimensional data in Internet of Brain Things has very important research significance and practical value. Aiming at the poor dimensionality reduction effect of the high dimensional data distributed dimensionality reconstruction algorithm in current Internet of Brain Things, and the data distortion problem after reconstruction, an Internet of Brain Things based on the combination of hidden variable model and quantum immune cloning algorithm is proposed. Dimensional data dimensionality reduction reconstruction algorithm, experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has better dimensionality reduction performance and higher reliability of reconstructed data, but there are still some problems to be further researched and explored.
(1) The performance evaluation standard of the dimensionality reduction and reconstruction algorithm. Different algorithms evaluate the algorithm through different evaluation criteria, and other evaluation criteria are needed to evaluate the dimensionality reduction effect of different algorithms in the same data set, which involves the quantitative analysis of data dimensionality reduction. Although the algorithm has established explicit mapping, it is not clear which standard represents the internal structure of data set.
(2) High-dimensional data dimensionality reconstruction algorithm in Internet of Brain Things does improve the dimensionality reduction effect, but on the premise of keeping the accuracy of recognition rate, how to reduce the complexity of the algorithm and improve the speed of calculation is a direction for future research. It makes the algorithm not only stay in theoretical simulation, but also apply data dimensionality reduction and reconstruction algorithm to solve practical problems. Next, we will study the data dimensionality reduction algorithm and transplant it to the hardware platform, and further study the problems existing in the application.
